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Αγωνία ( agonia) Agony

The game is very similar to Uno and is more fun if played 
by 4 people, however it is also played with 2

Is played with the whole deck (52 cards)

Rules of the game

• The player who has dealt the card deals seven cards to everyone.
• He leaves a card at the bottom and rests the rest of the deck next to it



Players roll one card at a time based on color and shape, for example: 

if there are 4 hearts at the bottom

the player must roll any card with heart he wants (          or         )

or  can roll a different color and shape which matches with the number  4, like               or             or

and the players now continue with the new color and shape (for example 4 diamonds)

If the next  player does not have a card to draw, then he draws a card from the deck below, if he 

still does not, then he says “ pass” , and the next player continues.



In case the cards of the deck drawn by the players run out (something 

very common), then we leave the one card that is at the top of the cards 

that have been collected down, we take the rest, we shuffle them and we 

use them again.

The goal of each player is to roll all the cards in his 

hand or get as few points as possible in each hand. 

Some of the decks have an important role to play.



Number 7. When the player rolls the 

number 7 he is obliged to roll another 

gender of the same color and shape, ie 7 

never falls alone. The player can roll the 7 

and immediately another 7 of another 

shape and color, just then another 

number must follow.

Number 9. The player who throws the 

number 9, forces next player to take 

two cards as a penalty, the player who 

takes the two cards, if he does not 

have to throw, draws again, if he still 

does not have, he says “pass”, and the 

next one plays.



Who wins

The player who will be first without any cards in his hands wins. 

Alternatively, if agreed by the team, and after a set of games, the 

winner may be the one who has collected the fewest points, ie at the 

end of each game, each player adds the numbers left with them in their 

hands, (the figures count for 10 points), the total is each time written on 

a piece of paper under the player's name, and at the end of the set of 

games, the numbers are added, and whoever has the fewest points is 

the winner, regardless of whether someone was first without cards. by 

the playersIn greek
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